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(3.11.9)   If f is a uniformly continuous mapping ofE into E', g a uniformly
continuous mapping ofE' into E", then h = g of is uniformly continuous.
Indeed, given any £ > 0, there is <5 > 0 such that d'(x', y') < 6 implies
d"(g(x')9g(yr)) <e; then there is 77 > 0 such that d(x,y)<rj implies
d'(f(x)9f(y)) < <5; therefore d(x, y) < r\ implies d\h(x\ h(y)) < e.
PROBLEMS
1.	Let /be a mapping of a metric space E into a metric space E'. Show that the following
properties are equivalent:
 (a)	/is continuous;
 (b)	for every subset A' of ^/-'(Apc: (/-'(A'))0;
 (c)	for every subset A' of E',/-1^') e/-'(A').
Give an example of a continuous mapping/and a subset. A' <= E' such that/""1(A') is
not the closure of/'^A').
 2.	For any metric space E, any number r>0 and any subset A of E, the set V£(A) of
points x 6 E such that d(x, A) ^ r is closed (use (3.11.8)).
 3.	In a metric space E, let A, B be two nonempty subsets such that AnB — AnB = 0.
Show that there exists an open set U => A and an open set V => B such that U r\ V = 0
(consider the function x -> d(x, A) — d(x, B)).
 4.	Let /be a continuous mapping of R into itself.

 (a)	Show that if/is uniformly continuous in R, there exist two real numbers a ^ 0,
/? $s 0 such that \f(x)\ ^ a |jc| + /? for every x e R.
 (b)	Show that if/is monotone and bounded in R,/is uniformly continuous in R.
12. HOMEOMORPHISMS, EQUIVALENT DISTANCES
A mapping/of a metric space E into a metric space E' is called a homeo-
morphism if: (1) it is a bijection; (2) bothf&ud its inverse mapping/""1 are
continuous. Such a mapping is also said to be bicontinuous. The inverse
mapping/ ~1 is then a homeomorphism of E' onto E. If/is a homeomorphism
of E onto E', g a homeomorphism of E' onto E", g 0/is a homeomorphism
of E onto E" by (3.11.5). A homeomorphism may fail to be uniformly con-
tinuous (for instance, the homeomorphism x->x3 of R onto itself). Two
metric spaces E, E' are homeomorphic if there exists a homeomorphism of
E onto E'. Two spaces homeomorphic to a thpp one are homeomorphic.
By abuse of language, a space homeomorphic to a discrete metric space
(3.2.5) is called a discrete space, even if the distance in nos defined as in
(3.2.5).

